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Figure 1. Coarse-to-fine indoor scene geometry generation using a sparse diffusion framework. For better visualization, the texture is
produced by DreamSpace [51] after the scene geometry is generated by our DiffInDScene.

Abstract

We present DiffInDScene, a novel framework for tack-
ling the problem of high-quality 3D indoor scene gener-
ation, which is challenging due to the complexity and di-
versity of the indoor scene geometry. Although diffusion-
based generative models have previously demonstrated im-
pressive performance in image generation and object-level
3D generation, they have not yet been applied to room-
level 3D generation due to their computationally intensive
costs. In DiffInDScene, we propose a cascaded 3D diffu-
sion pipeline that is efficient and possesses strong genera-
tive performance for Truncated Signed Distance Function
(TSDF). The whole pipeline is designed to run on a sparse
occupancy space in a coarse-to-fine fashion. Inspired by
KinectFusion’s incremental alignment and fusion of local
TSDF volumes, we propose a diffusion-based SDF fusion
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approach that iteratively diffuses and fuses local TSDF vol-
umes, facilitating the generation of an entire room environ-
ment. The generated results demonstrate that our work is
capable to achieve high-quality room generation directly in
three-dimensional space, starting from scratch. In addition
to the scene generation, the final part of DiffInDScene can
be used as a post-processing module to refine the 3D re-
construction results from multi-view stereo. According to
the user study, the mesh quality generated by our DiffInD-
Scene can even outperform the ground truth mesh provided
by ScanNet. Please visit our project page for the latest
progress and demonstrations: https://github.com/
AkiraHero/diffindscene.

1. Introduction
3D scene production is a fundamental task in 3D computer
vision with many applications, such as Augmented Real-
ity (AR), game development and embodied AI [31], where
the quality of 3D scene geometry plays a paramount role.
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While the 3D reconstruction from multi-view stereo [2, 45]
can recover scenes from real-world, the quality of the re-
sultant meshes is far from satisfactory, for the major mesh
details might be lost during iterative fusion. Recently, diffu-
sion models [13, 43] have shown their great ability in gen-
erating images and objects of high quality. Here we want to
ask a question: Can we exploit diffusion models to produce
3D scenes? In this paper, we propose a novel framework
DiffInDScene, which not only helps optimize the results of
3D reconstruction, but also generates high-quality indoor
spatial geometry from scratch (see Fig. 1).

Diffusion models are a class of generative models de-
signed for synthesizing data by iterative denoising. The
popular Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Model (DDPM)
training paradigm starts the denoising from pure Gaussian
noise. Training diffusion models for room-level Truncated
Signed Distance Function (TSDF) volumes is challenging
because of its large size. Previous 3D diffusion models only
focus on object-level 3D generations. As reported by In-
stantNGP [27], only 2.57% voxels are informative in com-
mon 3D scenes.

To deal with the large scale of indoor scenes, we pro-
pose a coarse-to-fine sparse diffusion pipeline consists of
multiple stages. The first few stages are used to generate
the occupancy volume in a coarse-to-fine manner, and the
last one generates the TSDF values in the sparsely occu-
pied voxels. For the first few occupancy generation stages,
a multi-scale auto-encoder is designed to encode occupancy
to latent space, providing feature guidance for occupancy
generation. This approach allows us to employ latent diffu-
sion and further compress the size of input volumes. Addi-
tionally, we propose a sparse 3D diffusion model denoising
only on the sparsely occupied voxels of TSDF or the occu-
pancy latent volumes, which saves two orders of computa-
tional and memory costs.

Although the cascaded sparse diffusion pipeline signif-
icantly reduces the required computational resources, the
considerable variation in room sizes still poses a challenge
when attempting to directly train on a room-level TSDF vol-
ume, at the final stage of our cascaded diffusion process.
To increase the data variation within each mini-batch, we
randomly crop local TSDF volumes of smaller sizes from
the original large volume for training. During inference,
we design a stochastic TSDF fusion algorithm that gener-
ates the entire room by iterative denoising and fusing local
TSDF volumes. The fusion method allows for the genera-
tion of a complete and unified TSDF within a large scene
while efficiently decomposing the scene into smaller crops,
thereby conserving computing resources. Our proposed dif-
fusion method can be also utilized to refine indoor scene
meshes such as the reconstruction results from multi-view
stereo, such as NeuralRecon [45]. Given the TSDF volume
of reconstructed scene as occupancy condition, our diffu-

sion model can effectively refine and optimize the TSDF
volume towards the ground truth.

Our contributions can be summarized as four-fold: 1) We
propose a novel framework DiffInDScene for room-level in-
door scene generation with a sparse diffusion model that
saves two orders of resource consumption. 2) We design a
multi-scale auto-encoder to provide feature guidance for the
scene occupancy generation. 3) We propose a novel algo-
rithm that fuses diffusion-based local TSDF volumes, which
enables large-scale indoor scene generation. 4) DiffInD-
Scene exhibits a promising capability in producing high-
quality room-level geometry through both generation from
scratch and refinement of existing reconstructions.

2. Related Works
Diffusion Models. The diffusion model [13, 42, 43] has
emerged as a promising class of generative models for
learning data distributions through an iterative denoising
process. They have shown impressive visual quality in
diverse applications of 2D image synthesis, encompass-
ing image inpainting [24], super-resolution [15, 39], edit-
ing [26], text-to-image synthesis [28, 36], and video gen-
eration [14, 16]. Nevertheless, the application of diffusion
models in the 3D domain has received limited attention in
comparison to the extensive exploration seen in the 2D do-
main. In the 3D domain, existing research has focused on
the generation of individual objects [18, 25, 30, 53], while
less attention has been paid to the synthesis of entire scenes,
which possess significantly higher levels of semantic and
geometric complexity, as well as the expansive spatial ex-
tent present in 3D scene synthesis.
3D Shape Generation. Extensive exploration has been
conducted on various 3D representation methods, such
as voxel [48, 50], point cloud [29, 49, 52], and implicit
field [22, 41], in conjunction with different generation mod-
els such as diffusion models [41] and GANs [48]. While
these approaches have shown success in object-level gener-
ation, transferring them to scene generation at a larger scale
is still challenging. Firstly, the large scale leads to exponen-
tial growth in computation resources consumption in train-
ing and inference processes. Additionally, object-level gen-
eration is comparatively easier due to simpler geometries
and less diversity.
3D Scene Synthesis. In recent decades, the field of 3D
scene synthesis has experienced extensive investigation,
particularly driven by the proliferation of 3D indoor scene
datasets [5, 8] and advancements in 3D deep learning [23,
32, 33]. However, current methods mainly focus on syn-
thesizing plausible 3D scene arrangements [4, 10, 12, 34].
They usually learn to synthesize the scene graph as the in-
termediate scene representation and retrieve objects from
available dataset. In contrast to these methods, we aim to
simultaneously synthesize both the scene arrangement and
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the detailed geometry. Text2Room [17] is the most related
work to ours in recent years, which leverages pre-trained
2D text-to-image models to synthesize a sequence of im-
ages and then conduct an iterative reconstruction. While
such method can produce room-scale geometry, the results
are often fragmentary and distorted, limiting their practical
applications in areas such as gaming or AR.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

To generate room-level 3D geometry, the greatest challenge
is the large scale, as it requires substantial computing re-
sources. We employ a cascaded diffusion model to generate
the whole room in a coarse-to-fine manner. The first stage
is to generate the coarse structure of the whole room. The
following stages further refine the rough shape to a 3D oc-
cupancy field with higher resolutions. At the final stage, the
resolution increases to the highest level, and we crop the
whole scene to overlapped pieces to generate the final de-
tailed Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF) volume.
In every stage, we use a separate sparse diffusion model
to reduce the resource consumption, which exclusively de-
noises on sparsely distributed occupancy. In our implemen-
tation, we use 3 stages to create indoor geometry up to size
of 512× 512× 128.

Such cascaded solution has three advantages. First,
the computation resource consumption is constrained in all
stages. Second, compared with piece-wise generation or in-
cremental generation methods, the first stage of our model
is able to sketch the global structure of the scene, which
helps to generate a complete layout with unified and de-
tailed structure. Third, every stage can be trained indepen-
dently, and the generation process can be stopped in ad-
vance when generating an unsatisfied layout at early stage.

3.2. Cascaded Diffusion for Indoor Geometry Gen-
eration

We propose a sparse cascaded diffusion model as shown in
Fig. 2 (a). In our implementation, a 3-stage diffusion pro-
cess is utilized to generate a complete indoor scene starting
from noise. The first 2 stages are utilized to generate and
refine the 3D binary scene occupancy volume, and the fi-
nal is used to generate TSDF value within the occupancy.
As TSDF volume only retains information near the object
surface, we simply define all voxels containing valid TSDF
values as the binary scene occupancy.

Assume we have multi-scale occupancy embeddings
z(1), z(2) of a TSDF volume x with increasing resolutions,
and their binary occupancy masks are Mz(1) , Mz(2) , Mx,
satisfying

Mz(2) = G1

(
z(1),Mz(1)

)
, (1)

Mx = G2

(
z(1), z(2),Mz(2)

)
, (2)

where G1, G2 are occupancy decoders, and we will explain
them in detail in Section 3.3 together with the occupancy
latents z(1), z(2). Then the 3-stage diffusion processes
{D1,D2,D3} can be established as follows.
• Stage 1 generates the occupancy latent code z(1) of the

lowest resolution. Given a fixed volume z
(1)
T and its oc-

cupancy mask M
z
(1)
T

, the diffusion process performs de-

noising operation in T timesteps to obtain z
(1)
0 as

z
(1)
0 = D1(z

(1)
T ,M

z
(1)
T

), (3)

where z
(1)
T is filled with Gaussian noise. By defining

mask M
z
(1)
T

according to datasamples, we can include
data samples with varying volume sizes in each mini-
batch without padding or cropping, and control over the
maximum area for scene generation.

• Stage 2 generates latent code of higher resolution z(2)

conditioned on z(1) as

z
(2)
0 = D2(z

(2)
T ,M

z
(2)
T

; z
(1)
0 ), (4)

where M
z
(2)
T

is obtained utilizing Eq. (1), and z
(2)
T is filled

with another Gaussian noise volume.
• Stage 3 generates the final TSDF volume with all those

generated latent codes z(1), z(2) as input conditions

x0 = D3(xT ,MxT
; z

(1)
0 , z

(2)
0 ), (5)

where MxT
is obtained by Eq. (2), and MxT

is filled with
Gaussian noise.

Compared with generating occupancy directly, the occu-
pancy embedding can guide the refinement of the occu-
pancy throughout the diffusion process, particularly at the
initial stage of generation.
Sparse Diffusion. We follow DDPM [13, 42] to implement
the sparse diffusion. Each stage of our model employs a
separate sparse diffusion, with the only distinction lies in
the types of input and output. In this section, we use v to
represent any kind of volumes such as TSDF x and latent
codes z(1), z(2), and y to denote the diffusion condition with
M as their shared sparsity mask.

DDPM [13, 42] transforms a sample volume v0, to a
white Gaussian noise vT ∼ N (0, 1) in T steps. In each step
t, the sample vt is obtained by adding i.i.d. Gaussian noise
with variance βt and scaling the sample in the previous step
vt−1 with

√
1− βt:

q (vt | vt−1) = N
(
vt;

√
1− βtvt−1, βtI

)
, (6)
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(a) Sparse Cascaded Diffusion Pipeline (3-stage Implementation)  
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Figure 2. Sparse cascaded diffusion with a multi-scale occupancy embedding.

which is also called the forward direction. On the other
hand, the reverse process can be depicted as:

pθ (vt−1 | vt, y,M) = N (vt−1;µθ,Σθ) , (7)

where y denotes the extra condition. Diffusion models are
trained to reverse the forward process, predicting µθ as

µθ (vt, y,M, t) =
1

√
αt

(
vt −

βt√
1− ᾱt

ϵθ (vt, y,M, t)

)
,

(8)
where αt := 1 − βt, ᾱt :=

∏t
s=0 αs, and ϵθ is the

neural network with the parameter set θ, which has a
UNet-like structure. With the occupancy mask M , ϵθ de-
noises only sparsely occupied voxels with sparse convolu-
tions and attentions. We implement ϵθ using the engine of
TorchSparse [46]. The details of network architecture are
provided in the supplementary materials.

A mean square error loss masked by M is used to super-
vise the noise prediction as

Ldiff = Et,v0,ϵ,y,M

(
M ⊙

[
∥ϵ− ϵθ (vt, y,M, t)∥22

])
.

(9)

3.3. Learning the Latent Space for Multi-scale Oc-
cupancy

To obtain hierarchical occupancy embeddings and their de-
coders, we design a multi-scale Patch-VQGAN as Fig. 2(b),
inspired by VQ-VAE-2 [35]. The encoder takes TSDF
volume x as input, and outputs the occupancy embedding
z(1), z(2). These embeddings are expected to be decoded to
the occupancy mask Mz(2) and Mx as Eq. (1) and Eq. (2),

where ground truth of Mz(2) is obtained by downsampling
from Mx via maxpooling. To capture more shape details,
we also add a TSDF decoding head. After training, the en-
coder is no longer utilized, and only the occupancy decoders
are employed to convert the latent code to occupancy.

Formally, we define the encoder as E, the decoders as
G, and the element-wise quantization of latent volume as
q(·). Any ground truth TSDF volume x ∈ RH×W×L can
be encoded progressively into (z(1), z(2)) = E(x), where
z(1), z(2) ⊆ Rd. The quantization is formulated as

q(z) := (arg min
zp∈Z

∥zijk − zp∥) ∈ Rh×w×l×d, (10)

where Z = {zk}Kk=1 ⊂ Rd denotes the discrete codebook
of size K, and zijk represents the latent vector at coordinate
i, j, k of the latent volume. For simplicity, we define z(1)q :=

q(z(1)), z(2)q := q(z(2)) in Fig. 2(b).
During the training process, we randomly crop cubes of

96× 96× 96 from the original TSDF volumes as data sam-
ples, so that diverse crops from different scenes are con-
tained in each mini-batch. The training loss is defined in
Eq. (11), where Lrec, Lvq, LGAN denote the reconstruction
loss, vector quantization loss and the adversarial loss from
a simple multi-layer discriminator,

L = Lrec + λ1Lvq + λ2LGAN, (11)

where λ1 and λ2 are hyper parameters to weight losses of
different types. For the encoder-decoder training, we use
a L1 loss to supervise the TSDF value, and binary cross-
entropy (BCE) to supervise the occupancy masks, as shown
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Figure 3. Stochastic TSDF Fusion.

in Eq. (12).

Lrec = BCE(M̂x,Mx) + BCE( ˆMz(2) ,Mz(2)) + ∥x− x̂∥1
(12)

The Lvq, LGAN are defined similar to [9].

3.4. Local Fusion for Global Diffusion

The volume cropping operation in the training of the final
stage diffusion raises a question: how to infer on a complete
scene using a model trained on crops? The independent
generation in a crop-by-crop manner as image generators
such as [24, 36] may cause inconsistent results between
adjacent crops. To address this issue, a fusion algorithm is
proposed to perform the joint diffusion process concurrently
on the overlapping local volumes.

During inference, we split the indoor space into K over-
lapping 3D crops {P0,P1, . . . ,PK−1, } that cover the en-
tire room, and generate the TSDF for the entire room by
concurrently diffusing the K crops with stochastic fusion.
We denote the global TSDF at the timestep t as xt and the
k-th crop at the timestep t as xk

t and the global TSDF at
the timestep t as xt. At time step t, we need to obtain
the global TSDF xt by fusing local TSDFs xk

t and then up-
date local TSDFs from the global TSDF: xk

t (pi) = xt(pi).
After synchronizing local TSDFs with fusion, each crop
step to the next time step individually. Specifically, for a
voxel grid p, suppose G(p) contains the crops that cover p:
G(p) := {k|p ∈ Pk}, we need to obtain xt(p) by fusing
the crops {xk

t (p)|k ∈ G(p)} overlapping on p.
Stochastic TSDF Fusion. A straightforward fusion al-
gorithm is taking the average TSDFs of the local crops:
xt(p) =

1
|G(p)|

∑
k∈G xk

t (p), which is also adopted by the
classical KinectFusion [19]. However, average fusion sig-
nificantly reduces the variance of the sample distribution.
To ensure the generation quality and global consistency, we
propose stochastic fusion to keep the distribution and fuse
TSDFs in the reverse process. An example of 2-windows
fusion is shown in Fig. 3. Specifically, we randomly sample
an index k from G(p) in a uniform distribution to update
the global TSDF xt(p) = xk

t (p), which remains the distri-
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Figure 4. Refine or recover scene from MVS methods.

bution:

xt(p) ∼ N (µk
t (p),Σ

k
t (p)), k = RandomSelect (G(p)) .

(13)

3.5. Extension to Refining 3D Reconstruction

Given a rough geometry represented by the occupancy vol-
ume of a scene, the TSDF volume can be generated by
directly adopting the final stage of our cascaded diffusion
framework.

The most direct application is to recover/refine scenes
produced by multi-view stereo methods or even LiDAR
mappers as depicted in Fig. 4, as obtaining an occupancy
of the scene is relatively straightforward using Multi-view
Stereo (MVS) techniques. If the MVS method provides a
TSDF result, it can be utilized as the diffusion condition to
our cascaded diffusion network. The diffusion process is
applied to the crops of the occupancy volume as inputs, and
the results are fused using our local fusion module at each
timestep, so that we can obtain a complete and refined scene
reconstruction.

4. Experiment

DiffInDScene is a versatile tool capable of generating de-
tailed indoor scene geometry at the room level. It is not
only capable of creating scenes from scratch but also has
the ability to refine or recover scenes using occupancy
fields produced by multi-view stereo methods. To train
DiffInDScene for scene generation, we utilized the 3D-
FRONT dataset [11] provided by Alibaba, which consists
of 6813 furnished houses with meshes. For training pur-
poses, we selected 5913 houses with dimensions smaller
than 512×512×128, with a voxel size of 0.04m. For scene
refinement or recovery on multi-view stereo (MVS), we
trained DiffInDScene using the training split of the Scan-
Net dataset, with the NeuralRecon [45] as the MVS mod-
ule. The ScanNet dataset contains 1613 indoor scenes, each
accompanied by ground-truth camera poses and surface re-
constructions. To ensure consistency, we adopted the same
data split as NeuralRecon for training and evaluation pur-
poses.
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Table 1. Geometry quality comparison, including mesh quality
(Aspect Ratio, Circularity, and Shape Regularity) and user study
on the completeness and perceptual quality.

Text2Room [17] Text2Room
+ Poisson [21] Ours

Aspe. mean↑ 0.416 0.443 0.473
Aspe. var↓ 0.022 0.029 0.009
Circ. mean↑ 0.674 0.709 0.781
Circ. var↓ 0.052 0.057 0.022
Shap. mean↑ 0.716 0.730 0.816
Shap. var↓ 0.045 0.060 0.023

Completeness 2.532 3.228 4.856
Perceptual 2.472 2.812 4.836

4.1. Indoor 3D Scene Generation

In this section, we will present the results of our indoor
scene generation, both quantitatively and qualitatively. To
the best of our knowledge, Text2Room stands as the state-
of-the-art solution to generate 3D geometry of room-level
indoor scenes. Since there are few other works that can di-
rectly generate scene structures and output the correspond-
ing mesh models, here we also compare with ”Text2Room
+ Poisson” to enrich the experimental comparison, which
means a Poisson reconstruction [21] is added as a refine-
ment of Text2Room.
Metrics. We employ mesh quality as a measure to reflect
the overall quality of the generated 3D scene geometry. Re-
garding mesh quality, we noticed that noisy meshes and
high-quality meshes exhibit distinct distributions of triangle
shapes. Noisy meshes and problematic regions are charac-
terized by triangles with low aspect ratio, circularity, and
shape regularity, as introduced in [3, 7]. Therefore, these 3
factors are selected as the objective metric of mesh quality.

In addition, we perform a user study similar to the one
conducted in Text2Room [17] as the subjective metric on
the mesh quality, including the completeness and perceptual
quality. The scores range from 1 to 5, with higher scores
indicating a better alignment with the evaluation metrics.
Quantitative Results. For the objective metrics, We ran-
domly select 11 scenes from different methods, and calcu-
late the average value of all triangular mesh faces. For the
user study, we randomly choose 5 scenes generated by each
method and gather ratings from a group of 40 users with
basic knowledge in 3D modeling. We summarize the eval-
uation results as Table 1 shows. Our method demonstrates
superior performance on those metrics compared to the the
other approaches. While employing Poisson reconstruction
as a refinement step enhances the results of Text2Room, it
does not lead to a significant improvement.
Qualitative Results. The generated scene samples from
different methods are listed in Fig. 5. We compare both un-

Table 2. Resource Consumption Comparison.

TFLOPs Parameters(M) GPU Memory(GB)
Batch Size 1 1 1 2 4
Sparse 0.008 161.5 11.8 15.3 22.8
Dense 3.290 161.5 22.8 - -

textured meshes and textured scene renderings in our eval-
uation. While Text2Room is capable of reconstructing the
scene from images, it often results in serious distortions and
fragmentation. As indicated by our quantitative evaluation,
applying Poisson reconstruction helps in filling the holes,
but it has limited impact on improving the overall structure
of the scene. Our method can produce larger rooms with
clearer structures and more complex layout. Furthermore,
by incorporating DreamSpace as a post-processing step, we
can achieve high-quality scene renderings. This combina-
tion allows for enhanced visual output and improved overall
scene representation.

Compared with the middle-size house showed in Fig.5,
two larger and more complex samples are shown in Fig. 6.
Additional samples showcasing larger views can be found
in the supplementary materials.

4.2. Ablation Study

Sparse or Dense. To compare the dense diffusion and
the sparse diffusion, we implement two networks using
sparse and dense convolution respectively, with exactly the
same structures. Several randomly cropped TSDF volumes
(96 × 96 × 96) from ScanNet dataset are fed into these
two models. The resource consumption of the two strate-
gies are shown in Table 2. This experiment is conducted
on the platform equipped with RTX3090 GPU with 24GB
memory, with the diffusion model running in training sta-
tus. The sparse diffusion requires fewer resources and runs
faster with fewer parameters, due to the characteristic of the
occupancy distribution. In our test data, the largest occu-
pancy rate of the TSDF crops are less than 20%.
Diffusion with Fusion. To compare the different fusion
methods mentioned in Section 3.4, we perform the final
stage of our cascaded diffusion model on the given occu-
pancy from a scene of ScanNet dataset. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. Individual diffusion presents significant
inconsistency between adjacent crops. Average fusion gen-
erates meshes of lower quality because the sample distri-
bution during diffusion is disturbed. Our stochastic diffu-
sion remains global consistency and generates high-quality
meshes.

4.3. Refinement and Recovery on MVS

Metrics. Our objective is to obtain high-quality 3D scenes
from MVS, aiming for results comparable to the ground
truth in various aspects, including details, completeness,
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Figure 5. Comparison of indoor scene generation. The texture renderings of our results are produced by DreamSpace [51]. The ceilings
are removed from the original meshes for a better visualization.

Figure 6. Samples with more complex structures generated by
DiffInDScene. Note that the floating objects in this figure are ceil-
ing lamps, which are reserved after we remove the ceilings for
visualization.

tightness, and sharpness. As a generative model, the pro-
posed method operates within a relaxed occupancy, which

may cause drift from the ground truth. As a result, conven-
tional correspondence-based metrics for 3D reconstruction
are not suitable. Instead, we employ metrics unaffected by
the relaxed occupancy, such as normal error distribution and
mesh quality.

Normal error is used to evaluate the similarity of sur-
face orientation between the reconstructed and ground truth
meshes. Smaller normal errors indicate better alignment to
the ground truth. We filter out outliers with errors larger
than 90◦ and analyze the percentage of inlier normals be-
low a threshold (< T ◦ ratio) and the mean normal error
of those inliers. We use the same mesh quality metrics as
Section 4.1.

Results. The samples of scene reconstruction are shown
in Fig. 8. As Table 3 shows, our method significantly out-
performs the other three methods on all thresholds of nor-
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Figure 7. Comparison of different fusion methods in the final stage
of our cascaded diffusion.

Table 3. Normal error comparison. “NR”, “Lap”, and “SR” are
the abbreviations of NeuralRecon, Laplacian and SimpleRecon,
respectively.

NR [45] NR + Lap [44] SR [40] NR + Ours

< 90◦mean↓ 34.65 37.12 35.44 30.4
< 90◦ ratio↑ 100% 100% 100% 100%
< 45◦ mean↓ 10.27 12.34 12.51 8.09
< 45◦ ratio↑ 59.97% 57.97% 60.20% 65.05%
< 30◦ mean↓ 6.45 8.17 8.31 5.05
< 30◦ ratio↑ 52.88% 49.89% 51.67% 59.27%

mal error. As for the mesh quality, we compute the mean
and variance of the three scores described above and com-
pare them in Table 4. Our results presents significantly bet-
ter performance than the other three methods, i.e., higher
scores with smaller score variance. Moreover, we also in-
clude ground truth mesh for comparison. Interestingly, our
results also outperforms the ground truth except for the as-
pect ratio score, which indicates the high quality of our re-
constructed meshes.
User Study. The user study is conducted to rank scene
quality, providing subjective evaluations to complement the
objective metrics. We randomly select 10 scenes from the
test split of the ScanNet dataset and generate reconstructed
meshes using four methods. Users are asked to rank the
methods based on details, completeness, plane quality, and
edge quality. We collect ranking results from 51 users. As
shown in Table 5, our reconstructed mesh significantly out-
performs NeuralRecon, “NeuralRecon+Laplacian Denois-
ing” (denoted as ”NR + Lap”), and even surpasses the qual-

(a) Scene samples refined on NeuralRecon (NR).

(b) Comparison of scene quality from different methods.

NR + OursNR Ground Truth

Figure 8. Sample scene reconstructions on ScanNet dataset. The
meshes are colored according to curvatures in sub-figure(b), where
green regions denote lower curvatures.

Table 4. Mesh quality comparison. We compare the mean and
variance of three scores: Aspect Ratio, Circularity, and Shape Reg-
ularity. NR(occ) means only the occupancy is used, without the
conditional TSDF depicted by the dash line in Fig. 4.

NR [45]
NR +

Lap [44] SR [40]
NR(occ)
+ Ours

NR +
Ours GT

Aspe. mean↑ 0.459 0.437 0.436 0.469 0.457 0.477
Aspe. var↓ 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.020 0.016 0.022
Circ. mean↑ 0.740 0.712 0.708 0.742 0.763 0.758
Circ. var↓ 0.041 0.052 0.054 0.041 0.030 0.034
Shap. mean↑ 0.772 0.746 0.739 0.793 0.797 0.793
Shap. var↓ 0.041 0.052 0.055 0.041 0.030 0.031

ity of the ground truth meshes.

5. Conclusion

We have presented DiffInDScene as a novel framework
for diffusion-based high-quality indoor scene generation.
DiffInDScene mainly consists of three modules: 1) a sparse
diffusion network that efficiently denoises 3D volumes on
occupied voxels, 2) a multi-scale Patch-VQGAN for occu-
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Table 5. User study on the refinement of scene reconstruction.

NR [45] NR + Lap [44] NR + Ours GT
Details↑ 12.26 6.80 17.41 25.50
Completeness↑ 11.15 8.84 21.30 20.76
Tight Plane↑ 5.48 12.10 25.85 18.17
Sharp Edge↑ 8.22 10.20 22.58 21.19
Overall (Sum)↑ 37.10 37.98 87.14 85.62

pancy decoding, 3) a cascaded diffusion framework to gen-
erate room-level scene from scratch, and 4) a stochastic fu-
sion algorithm for diffusion-based local TSDFs, which en-
ables large-scale indoor scene generation. In the future, we
will explore to generate scenes with various conditions such
as text and sketch.
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